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Abstract—Recommender system (RS) can help us extract valuable data from huge amount of raw information. User-based collaborative filtering (UBCF) is widely employed in practical RSs owing to its outstanding performance. However, the traditional UBCF is subject to the new user cold-start issue because a new user is often extreme lack of available rating information. In this paper, we develop a novel approach that incorporates bipartite network into UBCF for enhancing the recommendation quality of new users. First, through the statistic and analysis of new users’ rating characteristic, we collect niche items and map the corresponding rating matrix to a weighted bipartite network. Furthermore, a new weighted bipartite modularity index merging normalized rating information is present to conduct the community partition that realizes co-clustering of users and items. Finally, for each individual clustering that is much smaller than original rating matrix, a localized low-rank matrix factorization is executed to predict rating scores for unrated items. And items with highest predicted rating scores are recommended to a new user. Experimental results from two real-world datasets suggest that, without requiring additional complex information, the proposed approach is superior in terms of both recommendation accuracy and diversity, and can alleviate the new user cold-start issue of UBCF effectively.

Index Terms—Recommender systems, User-based collaborative filtering, Bipartite network, New user cold-start

I. INTRODUCTION

RECOMMENDER system (RS) assists customers to optimize the search results and recommends personalized products which they may prefer. Currently, RS gradually becomes a core application around our daily life in the era of big data, such as news feed, on-line shopping, and music/movie play. It has significant commercial values and research significances [1].

User-based collaborative filtering (UBCF) assumes that users who have similar interests in the past are inclined to own closer habits in the future. Because UBCF has high computation efficiency, and can only utilize users’ historical ratings rather than any other special information to produce satisfactory recommendations, it achieves a remarkable success in modern RSs [2], [3]. However, the new user cold-start problem occurs in UBCF when new users have just entered RSs or not for long, because preferences of new users are difficult to be inferred by UBCF through their insufficient ratings [4], [5]. Note that, new user cold-start can be divided into complete new user cold-start where no rating record is available, and incomplete new user cold-start where only a tiny amount of ratings are usable [6]. In this paper, we focus on the problem of producing satisfying recommendations for new users with small number of ratings (i.e., incomplete new user cold-start).

To solve new user cold-start issue in UBCF, a number of researchers have done extensive studies, which can be classified into three lines [5]: (1) utilizing additional information (e.g., user profile, trust, opinions, and social tags) [3], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. However, some special additional information is difficult to obtain or incomplete; (2) determining the most prominent groups of analogous users without utilizing additional information [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. However, it is difficult to choose the optimal number of groups and the splitting criteria. (3) calculating similarity or prediction of rating scores by hybrid approaches [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. However, they can improve recommendation accuracy or diversity, but not in both. Therefore, how to utilize accessible information merely (e.g., rating scores) to produce recommendations owning satisfying accuracy and diversity simultaneously for a new user is a big challenge that researchers are faced with.

Motivated by this, we proposed a novel approach by incorporating bipartite network into UBCF approach in this paper. The proposed approach first analyzed the rating characteristics of new users through two real datasets, and concluded that recommendations provided by UBCF for a new user have over-fitting phenomenon (i.e., recommendations concentrate on few types of items, even only popular items). Thus, the proposed approach focused on exploiting ratings on niche items that would better represent a new user’s true preference, and mapped the rating matrix of niche items to a weighted bipartite network. In addition, a weighted bipartite modularity index was present to search the optimal number of groups and the splitting criteria. Figure 1 demonstrates the flow chart of our proposed approach, and the main contributions of our proposed approach can be summarized as follows:

1) No additional information is required. Unlike some related approaches which need special additional information that is often incomplete or unavailable [3], [7],
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Fig. 1. The flow chart of our proposed approach. Our approach comprises the following main procedures: 1) divide item domain into popular and niche items; 2) map rating matrix of niche items to a weighted bipartite network; 3) conduct community division of the weighted bipartite network under the guidance of weighted bipartite modularity index; 4) utilize localized low-rank matrix factorization to predict rating scores in each individual clustering; and 5) recommend to a new user with items having highest predicted rating scores.

[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], our proposed approach can only utilize accessible information (i.e., rating matrix) to address the new user cold-start issue.

2) A novel weighted bipartite modularity index is proposed to determine the optimum number of co-clustering which realizes clustering on both users and items. Most current methods only make clustering on the user or item one-sided without considering the relationship between them. In addition, the optimum number of groups is difficult to ascertain [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. Our proposed approach maps the rating matrix to a weighted bipartite network, and engages community division to implement co-clustering on both users and items. Further, we present a novel weighted bipartite modularity index to conduct the clustering process, the highest value of weighted bipartite modularity corresponds the optimum number of clustering.

3) Both accuracy and diversity of recommendations are enhanced. Different from related methods which are able to enhance either recommendation accuracy or diversity, but not in both [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], our proposed approach can produce recommendations for a new user with satisfying accuracy and diversity at the same time, and experimental results in Section V confirm this.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we give contents of the traditional UBCF and related studies which are present to solve new user cold-start issue. In Section III, we summarize the rating characteristics of new users through an analysis of two real-world datasets and present problem setting. In Section IV, we explain the motivation, then present the detailed information about co-clustering and rating prediction as well as procedures of the proposed approach. In Section V, we execute experiments and make a comparison between our proposed approach with some related approaches. Finally, in Section VI, we present conclusions and offer suggestions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

To introduce UBCF, we first present some RS-related notations. Suppose that in an RS, $U$ means the set of users and $I$ is the set of items, respectively. $R$ and $\{\star\}$ indicate possible rating scores, and a missing rating value is demonstrated by $\star$. $r_{u,i} \in R \cup \{\star\}$ denotes the rating score of user $u$ on item $i$. $\theta$ is a rating threshold, items having rating scores no less than $\theta$ are identified as relevant items of a target user. $U(i) = \{u \in U | r_{u,i} \neq \star\}$ indicates the set of users who have rated item $i$. $I(u) = \{i \in I | r_{u,i} \neq \star\}$ means the set of items that were rated by the user $u$. $I(u)$ represents the set of items which user $u$ has not rated yet.

In the era of big data, although huge information gives us facility on work and life [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], it still brings information overload problem. RSs come into being as the times require. The UBCF is one of the most significant
approaches in RSs, which was first proposed by Herlocker et al. [34]. In the case of only utilizing the rating matrix information, UBCF can produce satisfying recommendations for a target user [3]. UBCF predicts rating scores for unrated items according to the rating information of similar users, then selects items having higher predicted rating scores to recommend to a target user. The basic procedures of the traditional UBCF approach can be summarized as follow.

1) Neighbor selection. According to the rating information of co-rated items for each pair of users in the rating matrix, UBCF computes the similarity for each pair of users. Then, the top $T$ users with highest similarity comprise the neighbor $N_{tu}(T)$ of a target user $tu$. Pearson correlation coefficient approach (Eq. (1)) is often utilized to compute similarity:

$$sim(tu,u) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I(tu) \cap I(u)} (r_{tu,i} - \bar{r}_{tu})(r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_{u})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I(tu) \cap I(u)} (r_{tu,i} - \bar{r}_{tu})^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I(tu) \cap I(u)} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_{u})^2}},$$

(1)

where, $sim(tu,u)$ means the similarity between the target user $tu$ and user $u$. $I_{tu} = \{i \in I | r_{tu,i} \neq \star\}$ indicates the set of items rated by the target user $tu$, $\bar{r}_{tu}$ means the average rating value of the target user $tu$:

$$\bar{r}_{tu} = \frac{\sum_{i \in I_{tu}} r_{tu,i}}{|I_{tu}|}.$$  

2) Rating prediction. According to rating information of the neighbor of target user $tu$, UBCF predicts rating scores for each item that the target user has not rated yet. The weighted sum approach (Eq. (2)) is successfully applied to predict rating scores:

$$p_{tu,i} = \gamma \sum_{u \in N_{tu}(T) \cap U(i)} sim(tu,u) \ast r_{u,i},$$

(2)

Here $p_{tu,i}$ indicates the predicted rating score of item $i$ from target user $tu$, and multiplier $\gamma$ represents a normalizing factor:

$$\gamma = \frac{1}{\sum_{u \in N_{tu}(T) \cap U(i)} sim(tu,u)}.$$  

(3)

3) Make recommendation. After obtaining the predicted rating scores for all un-rated items of a target user, UBCF recommends the top $N$ items with highest predicted rating scores to the target user.

However, in practical RSs, when a new user just enters an RS, available ratings are much less. In this case, UBCF cannot infer the true preference of a new user according to the insufficient information. Furthermore, neighbor selection is computed on the basis of rating scores of co-rated items, but a new user often has rated few items, thus co-rated items between the new user and other users will be rarer, resulting in neighbors selected for the new user may be unreliable [4], [5]. Therefore, the traditional UBCF cannot provide satisfactory recommendations for a new user, it suffers from new user cold-start problem.

Currently, a number of studies focus on resolving the new user cold-start problem in UBCF. Generally, they can be classified into three categories. In the first category, they take advantage of some additional information of new users, such as user profile, opinions, social tags, trust network and so on, for selecting reliable neighbor or obtaining accurate prediction. Zhang et al. [3] proposed a covering based collaborative filtering to remove redundant users from neighborhood based on relevant attributes. Chen et al. [7] constructed a user model by utilizing a new user’s trust and distrust networks, so that useful recommendations for a new user can be provided by aggregating the user model. Rosli et al. [8] computed user similarity according to the rating cast, then combined a new user’s genre interests to present a novel similarity measure. Son et al. [9], [10], [11] utilized demographic attributes and missing ratings to make fuzzy geographical clustering for a new user, and selected neighbors from each new user’s corresponding clustering. Yang et al. [12] present a novel method that works to improve the performance of CF recommendations by integrating sparse rating data given by users and sparse social trust network among these same users. Yang et al. [13] developed a set of matrix factorization that explores user social network and group affiliation information for social voting recommendations. Although neighbor selection and rating prediction can become more reliable through utilizing the additional information, some complex information is often unavailable or incomplete in modern RSs. e.g., in most of online shopping websites, in order to protect personal information, users often give up providing their individual details such as profiles and demographic.

In the second category, studies aim to select the analogous users for a new user without utilizing additional information. Bobadilla et al. [14] treated the current evaluation metrics as the computing guide, utilized neural learning to propose a novel measure for computing the similarity between a new user and other users. Formoso et al. [15] combined the query expansion methods and user/item profile information to propose three types of profile-expansion approaches. Liu et al. [16] took advantage of both global preference of user behaviors and local context information of user ratings to present a novel user similarity model, this approach can alleviate the new user cold-start problem effectively. Liu et al. [17] utilized representative-based matrix factorization to extract representative users and items, then selected the most useful ratings to compute similarity and make recommendations. Qiu et al. [18] incorporated an item-oriented function with a heat and probability spreading process to propose a hybrid algorithm which can improve recommendation quality without requiring any additional information. Wu et al. [19] constructed a ratio-based method to calculate the similarity by comparing the attribute values directly, and they predicted the unknown value by comparing the values of a similar service and the current service that are invoked by common users. Lee et al. [20] developed a novel framework by injecting low values to a selected set of unrated user-item pairs in the UIIRM. However, existing methods only cluster analogous users from the user or item one-sided, the internal relationships between users and items are not considered. In addition, the optimal number of
clustering and the splitting criteria are difficult to determine.

In the third category, hybrid approaches are utilized to compute similarity and predict rating scores for a new user after determining the most analogous users. Aharon et al. [21] present a one-pass factorization of feature sets named OFF-Set through using latent factor analysis. OFF-Set can build non-linear interactions for each pair of features. Carrer-Neto et al. [22] proposed a hybrid RS approach according to knowledge and social networks, and added semantically empowered techniques to improve the quality of recommendations. Liu et al. [28] present a content-aware CF framework to incorporate semantic content similarity degree and hard degree for computing the similarity. Lian et al. [26] proposed a scalable implicit-feedback-based user-based fuzzy collaborative filtering approach to improve accuracy for a new user. Son [25] present a novel hybrid self-organizing map clustering to improve the recommendation accuracy of a new user. Kim et al. [24] incorporated adaptive neuron-fuzzy inference systems and techniques to improve the quality of recommendations. "In this section, we make an analysis of two real-world datasets (i.e., MovieLens10M and Netflix) to extract the rating characteristics of a new user, and conclude that recommendations provided by UBCF for a new user have the over-fitting problem.

First, we make statistics on MovieLens10M and Netflix datasets which are popularly utilized to evaluate the performance of RSs [34]. Detailed information about two datasets is demonstrated in table I. Next, we analyze the proportion of items and ratings on two datasets. Tables II and III show the percentage of items and their corresponding ratings based on the different amounts of ratings. As can be found in the tables, in the MovieLens10M, although items owning more than 5K ratings play only a small fraction (i.e., 4.40%) of the whole item set \( I \), items having minimum value for each item \( i \) in \( U \) who have \( r_{u,i} \neq \star \) are considered as the top \( H \times 100\% \) items that own the minimum number of ratings from the set of all items \( I \) and the set of popular items is constructed by remaining \((1 - H) \times 100\%\) items.

Further, we conduct statistical analysis about the percentage of ratings on popular items. Table IV demonstrates the statistical result about users with ratings no more than \([20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 150, 200]\) in two datasets, respectively. As can be found in the table, with increasing the number of ratings, the percentage of ratings on popular items is gradually reduced. It is worth noting that users having no more than 20 ratings have the largest proportion (i.e., 74.72% in the MovieLens10M and 72.74% in the Netflix). Generally speaking, new users usually rated fewer number of items (e.g., no more than 20 ratings) [14], [35], [36]. Therefore, we can conclude that most ratings of new users are focused on popular

---

### III. Preliminaries

In this section, we make an analysis of two real-world datasets (i.e., MovieLens10M and Netflix) to extract the rating characteristics of a new user, and conclude that recommendations provided by UBCF for a new user have the over-fitting problem.

First, we make statistics on MovieLens10M and Netflix datasets which are popularly utilized to evaluate the performance of RSs [34]. Detailed information about two datasets is demonstrated in table I. Next, we analyze the proportion of items and ratings on two datasets. Tables II and III show the percentage of items and their corresponding ratings based on the different amounts of ratings. As can be found in the tables, in the MovieLens10M, although items owning more than 5K ratings play only a small fraction (i.e., 4.40%) of the whole item set \( I \), ratings corresponding to them account for 48.69% of the total ratings. In the Netflix dataset, items having more than 50K ratings comprise only a 2.82% percentage of total items; however, their corresponding ratings make up a 45.63% portion of total ratings. According to statistical results from tables II and III, it can be concluded that in practical RSs, after sorting the total items by descending order based on the number of ratings, the top fewer items often hold a large percentage of total ratings. Therefore, we define them as popular items in this paper. And the remaining items that are not popular are called niche items. Algorithm 1 extracts the set of niche items through the rating matrix \( RM \) and ratio threshold \( H \).
items.

Finally, we analyze the proportion of rating scores on popular items. Statistical results are shown in Table V. As shown in the table, although the rating scores of MovieLens10M are on a scale from 0.5 to 5 with 0.5 increments, most of the values are focused on \{3, 4, 5\}. For the Netflix, movies were rated on a scale of 1 to 5, however, most of the rating values are also concentrated on \{3, 4, 5\}. Statistical results demonstrate that rating scores on popular items are relatively concentrated, because UBCF computes similarity according to the rating scores of co-rated items, if most of the co-rated items of a pair of users are included in popular items, their rating scores will be approximate, thus similarity between them will be higher.

From the statistical results from tables IV and V, we can conclude that rating scores of a new user are focused on popular items and their values have no significant differences. It results in UBCF cannot capture the true preference of a new user effectively according to her/his rating scores. And further a new user’s neighbor selected by UBCF will comprise users whose ratings concentrate on popular items. Therefore, recommendations provided by UBCF for a new user often comprise fewer types of items, even only popular items, we define this as over-fitting problem on the new user recommendation.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we first explain the motivation of the proposed approach. Then, we present a novel weighted bipartite modularity index to conduct co-clustering of weighted network bipartite. Afterward, a localized low-rank matrix factorization is executed to predict rating scores in each individual clustering. Finally, the detailed procedures of the proposed approach are introduced and discussed.

A. Motivation

The proposed approach aims to produce personalized recommendations for a new user with satisfying accuracy and diversity simultaneously without utilizing additional information (e.g., user demographic or tags).

To achieve this, firstly, the proposed approach should focus on an analysis of rating information on niche items, because as discussed in Section III, ratings on popular items cannot reflect a new user’s true preference reliably. Further, an index that merges dependencies between users and items should be present to conduct the clustering process, so that an optimal clustering number can be obtained before making prediction. In addition, in order to enhance the recommendation efficiency and improve prediction quality, users and items in each clustering should be handled individually. To introduce our proposed approach, we first list the symbols in Table VI.

B. Co-clustering based on weighted bipartite modularity

Bipartite network is a significant expression in complex networks. It comprises two different types of nodes, and links only appear between nodes with different types. Community division is a core concept in bipartite network, which divides two types of nodes having a higher degree of correlation into a same community [37], [38], [39]. To achieve efficient community division, Barber et al. [40] proposed a bipartite modularity index. Supposing that there are \(m\) number of the red nodes and \(n\) number of blue nodes, the bipartite network can be represented by an \(m \times n\) adjacent matrix \(A = \{a_{i,j}\}\), where \(a_{i,j} = 1\) if there is a link between red node \(i\) and blue node \(j\), and \(a_{i,j} = 0\) otherwise. The adjacent matrix \(A\) could be summarized as

\[
A = \begin{pmatrix}
0_{m \times m} & \tilde{A}_{m \times n} \\
\tilde{A}_{n \times m} & 0_{n \times n}
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

Here, \(\tilde{A}\) means the incidence matrix that demonstrates the interactions between red and blue nodes.

Further, we define the same block structure \(B\) which indicates the expected probability of links between the different types of nodes:

\[
B = \begin{pmatrix}
0_{m \times m} & \tilde{B}_{m \times n} \\
\tilde{B}_{n \times m} & 0_{n \times n}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Where \(\tilde{B}_{i,j}\) denotes the probabilities in the null model that a link exists between red node \(i\) and blue node \(j\). Based on the adjacency matrix \(A\) and \(B\), the bipartite modularity could be computed as

\[
Q = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\tilde{A}_{i,j} - \tilde{B}_{i,j}) \delta(g_i, h_j)
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\tilde{A}_{i,j} - \frac{D(i)D(j)}{M}) \delta(g_i, h_j),
\]

here, \(M\) denotes the number of links in \(\tilde{A}\). \(D(i)\) and \(D(j)\) indicate the node degree for nodes \(i\) and \(j\). In other words, \(D(i)\) denotes the number of blue nodes which interacts with red node \(i\); \(D(j)\) indicates the number of red nodes which interacts with blue node \(j\). Red node groups are indicated by \(g\), and blue node groups are denoted by \(h\). The Kronecker delta function \(\delta(g_i, h_j)\) is equal to one when nodes \(i\) and \(j\) are divided into the same community or zero otherwise.

For RSs, if we treat \(U\) as the set of user nodes, and \(I\) as the set of item nodes, then, an RS can be converted to a bipartite network which contains \(|U|\) number of user nodes and \(|I|\) number of item nodes. Furthermore, the user-item bipartite network can be represented by an \(|U| \times |I|\) adjacent matrix \(A\). However, adjacent matrix \(A\) in a classical bipartite network cannot reflect the correlation degree between user and item nodes. In this paper, we propose a weighted bipartite network which treats adjacent matrix \(A^W = \{a_{u,i}\}, a_{u,i} = r_{u,i} \in R \cup \{\ast\}\), so that the edge has a weight \(r_{u,i}\) to reflect the preference degree of user \(u\) on item \(i\).

However, in practical RSs, each user has a different rating style. Some users tend to give low rating scores, but some prefer to give higher marks. Thus, ratings cannot be grouped together in the straightforward way. To deal with this phenomenon, we make rating unification to characterize the rating scores of user \(u\) through utilizing the mean \(\mu_u\) and the standard deviation \(\sigma_u\) of rating scores given by user \(u\), and compare
these values with the mean \( \bar{\mu}_u \) and the standard deviation \( \sigma_u \) of ratings given by all users through the linear transformation:

\[
\bar{r}_{u,i} = \mu_u + (r_{u,i} - \mu_u) \frac{\sigma_u}{\sigma_u},
\]

where \( \bar{r}_{u,i} \) means rating score \( r_{u,i} \) after making rating unification. Thus, in the user-item weighted bipartite network, the adjacent matrix \( A^W = \{ a_{u,i} \mid a_{u,i} = \bar{r}_{u,i} \} \). Because different rating scores indicate different preference degrees, we define a weighted bipartite modularity \( Q^W \) as

\[
Q^W = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{u=1}^{U} \sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{C(u),C(i)} (A^W_{u,i} - \bar{B}^W_{u,i}) \delta[C(u),C(i)]
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{M} \sum_{u=1}^{U} \sum_{i=1}^{I} |A^W_{u,i} - \frac{RT(u)CT(i)}{M}| \delta[C(u),C(i)],
\]

here, \( \bar{B}^W \) indicates a matrix describing expectations of weighted interaction between user nodes and item nodes. \( RT(u) \) and \( CT(i) \) represent the totals of \( u \)-th row marginal and \( i \)-th column marginal of \( A^W_{u,i} \), respectively. The value of \( \delta[C(u),C(i)] \) is 1 when user node \( u \) and item node \( i \) are classified into the same clustering or zero otherwise. A larger value of \( Q^W \) indicates a stronger community structure of user-item weighted bipartite network.

Further, based on the proposed weighted bipartite modularity, we present and execute a novel co-clustering algorithm to realize community division of user-item weighted bipartite network. First, for each \( r_{u,i} \), we randomly initialize \( P(C_l|r_{u,i}) \), so that \( \sum_{l=1}^{L} P(C_l|r_{u,i}) = 1 \).

\[
P(C_l|r_{u,i}) = \frac{[P(C_l|u) + \alpha] \times [P(C_l|i) + \beta]}{\sum_{l=1}^{L}[P(C_l|u) + \alpha] \times \sum_{l=1}^{L}[P(C_l|i) + \beta]},
\]

here, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are hyper-parameters that prevent the value of denominator from being 0. Then, according to the value of \( P(C_l|r_{u,i}) \) obtained by Eq. 9, we calculate \( P(C_l|u) \) and \( P(C_l|i) \):

\[
P(C_l|u) = \frac{\sum_{i\in I(u)} P(C_l|r_{u,i})}{\sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{i\in I(u)} P(C_l|r_{u,i})},
\]

\[
P(C_l|i) = \frac{\sum_{u\in U} P(C_l|r_{u,i})}{\sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{u\in U} P(C_l|r_{u,i})}.
\]

Finally, we utilize Eq. 9 to recalculate \( P(C_l|r_{u,i}) \) according to the values of \( P(C_l|u) \) and \( P(C_l|i) \). Repeating the calculation above until \( P(C_l|r_{u,i}) \) converges, and we select the clustering with largest \( P(C_l|r_{u,i}) \) as the final clustering that rating \( r_{u,i} \) belongs to. Note that, from minimum clustering number \( L_{min} \) to maximum number \( L_{max} \), we compute weighted bipartite modularity \( Q^W \) during each iteration. It is easy to find the maximum value of \( Q^W \) as well as the corresponding optimal number \( L \) of co-clustering. Generally, \( L_{min} = 2 \), and \( L_{max} \) is unknown. In this paper, according to the research [41], we set \( L_{max} = \sqrt{|U| \times |I|} \).

Figure 2 presents an example to show the corresponding relationship between rating matrix and weighted bipartite network during co-clustering process. As can be found in the figure, the original rating matrix includes five users and six items, which corresponds a weighted bipartite network having five user nodes and six item nodes. After executing the co-clustering process, the weighted bipartite network is divided into four communities. Accordingly, the original rating matrix also forms four clusterings. Each rating score can only belong to a unique clustering; however, the user/item may belong to
different clusterings. For example, \(r_{1,1}\) only belongs to \(C_1\), but \(u_1\) is included in both \(C_1\) and \(C_2\), and \(i_1\) belongs to both \(C_1\) and \(C_3\).

C. Rating prediction via localized low-rank matrix factorization

After finishing co-clustering with the optimal clustering number, to reduce the size of processing data and eliminate the interference of non-related rating information, we utilize localized low-rank matrix factorization to predict rating scores for un-rated items in each individual clustering.

The low-rank matrix factorization can approximate a rating matrix \(RM\) by a multiplication of \(K\)-rank factor:

\[
RM_{|U| \times |I|} \approx X_{|U| \times K} \times Y_{K \times |I|} = \tilde{RM}_{|U| \times |I|};
\]

\[
s.t. \quad X_{|U| \times K} \geq 0, Y_{|I| \times K} \geq 0, K \ll \min(|U|, |I|),
\]

where \(\tilde{RM}_{|U| \times |I|}\) indicates the matrix of predicted rating scores. Traditionally, the low-rank matrix factorization can be summarized by minimizing:

\[
\min_{X,Y} \mathcal{F}(RM, X, Y) = \|RM_{|U| \times |I|} - X_{|U| \times K}Y_{K \times |I|}\|_F^2;
\]

\[
s.t. \quad X_{|U| \times K} \geq 0, Y_{|I| \times K} \geq 0, K \ll \min(|U|, |I|),
\]

where \(\|\cdot\|_F^2\) indicates the Frobenius norm. However, a practical \(RM\) often contains a large number of missing values, we only need to factorize the observed ratings. Here, for each individual clustering \(C_t\), we insert an incidence matrix \(A\) (Eq. 4) into classical low-rank matrix factorization:

\[
\min_{X,Y} \mathcal{F}(RM^{C_t}, X, Y) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{u=1}^{|U(C_t)|} \sum_{i=1}^{|I(C_t)|} C_{u,i} [RM_{u,i}^{C_t} - \left( \sum_{k=1}^K X_{u,k} Y_{k,i} \right)]^2;
\]

\[
s.t. \quad X_{|U(C_t)| \times K} \geq 0, Y_{|I(C_t)| \times K} \geq 0, \quad K \ll \min(|U(C_t)|, |I(C_t)|).
\]

According to the research [42], the performance of low-rank matrix factorization has a crucial relation with initialization of \(X\) and \(Y\), because random initialization often leads to higher predicted rating scores for users who actually have lower rating scores. In the proposed approach, we initialize \(X\) and \(Y\) through the rating values of \(\tilde{r}_{C(r_{u,i})}\), \(\tilde{r}_C(u)\), \(\tilde{r}_C(i)\), \(\tilde{r}_u\), and \(\tilde{r}_i\):

\[
\sum_{k=1}^K X_{u,k} = \tilde{r}_{C(r_{u,i})} + (\tilde{r}_u - \tilde{r}_C(u));
\]

\[
\sum_{k=1}^K Y_{k,i} = \tilde{r}_{C(r_{u,i})} + (\tilde{r}_i - \tilde{r}_C(i)).
\]

A locally optimal solution of Eq. 14 can be found by performing gradient descent in feature vectors \(X_{u,k}\) and \(Y_{k,i}\):

\[
\frac{\partial \mathcal{F}}{\partial X_{u,k}} = -\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{|I(C_t)|} \tilde{C}_{u,i} \left( -RM^{C_t}_{u,i} Y_{k,i} \right) + \sum_{k=1}^K X_{u,k} Y_{k,i}^2 \right] - \tilde{A}_{u,i} \left( RM^{C_t} Y^T \right)_{u,k} - (XY^T)_{u,k};
\]

(16)
\[ \begin{align*}
\frac{\partial F}{\partial Y_{k,i}} &= \left| \bar{U}(C_i) \right| \left| \bar{I}(C_i) \right| \\
&= \sum_{u=1}^{k} \sum_{i=1}^{l} \bar{A}_{u,i} \left[ \left( -R_{M_{u,i}} X_{u,k} \right) + \sum_{k=1}^{2} X_{u,k} Y_{k,i} \right] \\
&= -\bar{A}_{u,i} \left[ \left( X^T R M_{i} \right)_{k,i} - \left( X^T X \right)_{k,i} \right] \\
\end{align*} \]

According to the gradient descent, we give:
\[ X_{u,k}^{(t+1)} = X_{u,k}^{(t)} - \lambda_{u,k} \frac{\partial F}{\partial X_{u,k}} \]
\[ Y_{k,i}^{(t+1)} = Y_{k,i}^{(t)} - \eta_{k,i} \frac{\partial F}{\partial Y_{k,i}} \]

In this paper, we set:
\[ \lambda_{u,k} = \frac{X_{u,k}^{(t)}}{\bar{A}_{u,i} \left( X^T Y \right)_{u,k}}, \quad \eta_{k,i} = \frac{Y_{k,i}^{(t)}}{\bar{A}_{u,i} \left( X^T Y \right)_{k,i}}. \]

Then, we can obtain the update rules for \( X_{u,k} \) and \( Y_{k,i} \), respectively:
\[ X_{u,k}^{(t+1)} = X_{u,k}^{(t)} - \frac{X_{u,k}^{(t)}}{\bar{A}_{u,i} \left( X^T Y \right)_{u,k}} \frac{\partial F}{\partial X_{u,k}} \]
\[ Y_{k,i}^{(t+1)} = Y_{k,i}^{(t)} - \frac{Y_{k,i}^{(t)}}{\bar{A}_{u,i} \left( X^T Y \right)_{k,i}} \frac{\partial F}{\partial Y_{k,i}} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
P_{u,i} &= \sum_{k=1}^{K} X_{u,k} Y_{k,i} \quad (22) \end{align*} \]

D. Procedures of the proposed approach

In order to provide satisfying recommendations for a new user without utilizing additional information, our proposed approach mainly adopts the following three aspects: (1) mapping rating matrix of niche items to a user-item weighted bipartite network; (2) presenting a novel weighted bipartite modularity to conduct the co-clustering of weighted bipartite network; (3) executing localized low-rank matrix factorization to predict rating scores of un-rated items in each individual clustering. The detailed procedures of the proposed approach can be summarized in Algorithm 2.

V. Experiments

In this section, we first give the introduction about the experimental datasets and metrics. Then, we present how to select the optimal number of co-clustering. Beside that, we make comparative experiments to examine the performance of our proposed approach on two real-world datasets.

A. Experimental setting and evaluation metrics

In our experiments, two real datasets MovieLens10M and Netflix were utilized to evaluate the proposed approach. The detailed information about two datasets can be found in Table I. For each dataset, we utilized user-based 5-fold cross validation methodology to conduct evaluation. First, we split users into five equally sized groups. In each cross-validation stage, we kept users from four of the groups (80% users) in the training users, and the remaining 20% users in the fifth group as testing users. Further, the ratings of each testing user were randomly split into two subsets: training ratings and testing ratings. Similarly with other related methods [14], [35], [36], we defined users who have no more than 20 ratings as new users, to ensure each test user as a new user, we randomly removed ratings thus making each test user own at most 20 ratings in training ratings and at least 1 rating in test ratings.

To evaluate the performance of our proposed approach, precision and recall metrics were utilized to measure the recommendation accuracy. Furthermore, we employed mean novelty (MN) and mean personality (MP) [43] to measure the diversity of recommendations.

Precision metric indicates the percentage of a target user’s relevant recommended items in all recommended items. And recall metric denotes the proportion of a target user’s relevant recommended items in her/his total number of relevant items. It is worth noting that the higher values of two metrics, the better accuracy of recommendations. Suppose that \( N_s \) represents the number of recommended items for a new user, \( N_r \) means the number of items preferred by the new user, \( N_{rs} \) indicates the amount of the new user’s relevant items that appear in the recommendation list. The precision and recall metrics are defined as follows:

\[ Precision = \frac{N_{rs}}{N_s}, \quad Recall = \frac{N_{rs}}{N_r}. \]

MN denotes the recommendation novelty [43], which computes the fraction of users who rated each item in the recommendation list, and then calculates the sum over all items in the set of recommendation \( Rec_u(N) \) to obtain the novelty of
Algorithm 2 Proposed approach

**Input:** Rating matrix RM and a new user nu

**Output:** N number of recommendations for a new user nu

- N : Number of items recommended to the new user nu
- $I^{NIC}$ : The set of niche items
- $\tilde{I}(nu)$: The set of items which the new user nu has not rated yet
- $C_i(\tilde{I}(nu))$: The set of items that have not been rated by the new user nu in clustering $C_i$

1. $I^{NIC} = NIEA(RM)$
2. Construct the rating matrix $RM^{NIC}$ based on the ratings of $I^{NIC}$ in RM
3. Map $RM^{NIC}$ to a user-item weighted bipartite network
4. $Q = 0; L = 0$
5. for $L = L_{min}$ to $L_{max}$ do
6. for each rating score $r_{u,i} \in RM^{NIC}$ do
7. Randomly initialize probability $P(C_l|u)$, so that $\sum_{l=1}^{L'} P(C_l|r_{u,i}) = 1$
8. end for
9. for each rating score $r_{u,i} \in RM^{NIC}$ do
10. repeat
11. Compute $P(C_l|u)$ and $P(C_l|i)$ according to equations 10 and 11, respectively
12. Utilize values of $P(C_l|u)$, $P(C_l|i)$ to recalculate $P(C_l|r_{u,i})$ according to equation 9
13. until $P(C_l|r_{u,i})$ is convergence
14. Select a clustering having largest $P(C_l|r_{u,i})$ as the final clustering that $r_{u,i}$ belongs to
15. end for
16. Compute the value of weighted bipartite modularity $Q^W$ according to equation 8
17. if $Q \leq Q^W$ then
18. $Q = Q^W; L = L'$
19. end if
20. end for
21. Obtain the user-item weighted bipartite network that has the optimal clustering number $L$
22. Reconstruct the rating matrix according to obtained user-item weighted bipartite network
23. for $l = 1$ to $L$ do
24. Initialize the low-rank matrix $X$ and $Y$ of $RM^{C_l}$ according to equation 15
25. Train the low-rank matrix $X$ and $Y$ according to equations 20 and 21 until convergence
26. for each item $i \in C_l(\tilde{I}(nu))$ do
27. Predict the rating score $p_{nu,i}$ for the new user nu on item i based on equation 22
28. end for
29. end for
30. The top $N$ items with the highest $p_{nu,i}$ are recommended to the new user nu

user $u \in U$. Finally, we count the average novelty value of all users $U$.

$$MN(N) = -\frac{1}{|U|} \sum_{1 \leq u \leq |U|} \sum_{i \in Rec_u(N)} log_2 f_i,$$ \hspace{1cm} (24)

where $f_i$ means the fraction of users who have ever rated the $i^{th}$ item.

The MP metric denotes the average value of overlap degree between each pair of users’ recommended items [43]. Assuming there are two users $i$ and $j$, we extract top $N$ number of recommendations $Rec_i(N)$ and $Rec_j(N)$, and further normalize it to obtain the overlap degree between two users’ recommendation list. It is obvious that an approach owning higher recommendation diversity will have a larger value of MP, vice versa.

$$MP(N) = 1 - \frac{1}{N |U||U| - 1} \sum_{1 \leq i < j \leq |U|} |Rec_i(N) \cap Rec_j(N)|.$$ \hspace{1cm} (25)

**B. Selection of the optimal co-clustering number**

The selection of optimal clustering number will directly affect the efficiency of co-clustering. Our proposed approach utilizes the weighted bipartite modularity (Eq. 8) to conduct the co-clustering process. In order to clarify the relationship between weighted bipartite modularity and the number of clustering, we execute the co-clustering algorithm by directly assigning the clustering number $L$ to be doubling from 2 until $2^{19}$, with each value running for 10 times. Figure 3 describes the relationship between weighted bipartite modularity and the number of clustering $L$ in the MovieLens10M and Netflix,
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we make comparisons with a number of related approaches as well as the traditional UBCF. It is worth noting that in order to ensure the fairness, all of the comparative approaches do not require additional information, they only utilize rating matrix \(RM\) to provide recommendations for new users.

- **UBCF** [34]. The traditional UBCF predicts rating scores based on the rating information of the neighbor of a new user. More detailed information can be found in Section II.
- **ICBCF** (Improved covering-based CF) [44]. Our previous work which utilized covering reduction to remove the redundant users from the neighbor of a new user, and used the remaining reduct-users to make predictions and recommendations. According to [44], the decision class comprised the top 95% of items that have the fewest ratings in our experiment.
- **LRMF** (Low-rank matrix factorization) [45]. LRMF decomposes approximately high-dimensional rating matrix into low-dimensional user factor matrix and item factor matrix. Because genres of items in MovieLens10M are divided into 18, in LRMF and our proposed approach, the low-rank \(K\) was set to 18 in the course of the experiments.
- **IGCF** (Item-global CF) [15]. A profile expansion approach that can alleviate the new user cold-start by utilizing item-global rating expansion. Rating information of selected similar items is used to expend a target user’s rating profile. According to [15], the best performances are obtained with the number of selected items no more than 10. Thus, in our experiment, the number of items added to the rating profile was set as 10.
- **ULCF** (User-local CF) [15]. Another expansion approach that performs very well and significantly improves the precision of recommendations. This approach expands the profile according to the selected rated items of a new user’s neighbor. Same as IGCF, to gain the best performances, we set the number of selected items no more than 10.
- **PFCCF** (Positive-only feedback CF) [46]. A memory-based CF approach that aims to alleviate new user cold-start by only utilizing reliable neighbors (warm users) to provide satisfactory recommendations for new users.
According to [46], the size of warm neighbors was set as 10 in our experiment.

It is worth noting that in all of our experiments, we utilized Pearson correlation coefficient (Eq. 1) to calculate similarity, and the weighted sum (Eq. 2) to predict rating scores. The top \( N \) items having highest predicted rating scores are recommended to new users. According to [34], we set the size of neighbors \( T = 20 \). Furthermore, to compute the precision and recall metrics, we set rating threshold \( \theta = 3 \), it means items that were rated no less than 3 will be considered as relevant items. The number of recommendations \( N \) was treated as \( \{2, 4, 6, ..., 18\} \). We treat hyper-parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) in co-clustering as 0.00,000,001. Note that, the ratio threshold \( H \) has a significant effect on our proposed approach. Based on statistical results obtained from MovieLens10M and Netflix in tables II and III, we have concluded that after sorting all items by descending order based on the number of ratings, the top 5% items correspond to about 50% of the ratings. So in our experiment, we treat the ratio threshold \( H = 0.95 \), it indicates the top 95% of items which have the minimum ratings are treated as niche items, and the remaining 5% items are considered as popular items.

Tables VIII and IX show the results of precision and recall metrics on the MovieLens10M and Netflix datasets, respectively. As can be found in the tables, with increasing the number of recommendations, the values of precision metric have different variation trend; however, recall values of all approaches increase as the number of recommendations increases. Values of precision and recall for the LRMF are lower than the traditional UBCF, indicating that LRMF cannot improve recommendation accuracy of UBCF. On the other hand, results of ICBCF, IGC, ULCE, PFCF, and our proposed approach outperform UBCF with \( N = 2 \) to 18. It is worth noting that our proposed approach performs best
on both precision and recall metrics, it attains highest values (precision is approximately equal to 0.939, recall is almost 0.533) when $N = 4$ and 18, respectively. Because higher values of precision and recall indicate better recommendation accuracy, indicating that our proposed approach outperforms other related approaches in terms of recommendation accuracy.

Figure 4 demonstrates the average values of MN and MP metrics on the MovieLens10M dataset. As shown in the figure, experimental values of both MN and MP for all approaches increase with the number of recommendation increases. The traditional UBCF has lowest values of MN and MP, indicating that other related approaches can improve recommendation diversity of UBCF effectively. Furthermore, both MN and MP of our proposed approach are greatly higher than other related approaches, indicating that our proposed approach outperforms the other approaches in terms of MN and MP on the MovieLens10M dataset. Figure 5 shows the values of MN and MP metrics on the Netflix dataset. From the figure we can find that both MN and MP metrics for all approaches increase with increasing the number of recommendations. Although the experimental values of MN and MP are almost the same when $N = 2$, our proposed approach increases faster than other related approaches. For the MN metric, ULCF approach outperforms the traditional UBCF slightly; on the other hand, our proposed approach and ICBCF increase the value of UBCF clearly, and our proposed approach is higher than ICBCF greatly. For the MP metric, the IGCF, LRMF, PFCF, and ULCF have nearly the same values, and our proposed approach and ICBCF obviously have higher MP values than other approaches, showing that our proposed approach and ICBCF can enhance MP of recommendations significantly. It is noticeable, however, that MP values of our proposed approach are higher than ICBCF as the number of recommendation increases. Therefore, we can draw a conclusion from figures 4 and 5 that the recommendation diversity of the proposed approach outperforms that of the other approaches, and can
provide a wider variety of recommendations for a new user. Experimental results demonstrate that, by utilizing only rating matrix, the proposed approach can produce recommendations for a new user with satisfying accuracy and diversity at the same time. In order to reflect a new user’s true preference and prevent over-fitting recommendation problem effectively, our proposed approach employs rating information of niche items to construct a weighted bipartite network. Further, a novel weighted bipartite modularity is present to acquire the optimum number of co-clustering. Users in a same clustering can not only have same rating characteristics but also own interests on more types of items (i.e., not only popular items). It leads recommendations generated from each clustering can have a wider variety, so the recommendation diversity has been improved. Moreover, after obtaining each individual clustering, a localized low-rank matrix factorization is executed to eliminate the influence of irrelevant users and items, thus predicted rating scores can represent a new user’s true ratings more accurately. Therefore, the recommendation accuracy is also enhanced in both MovieLens10M and Netflix datasets.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a novel recommendation approach via bipartite network to solve the new user cold-start problem in UBCF. This approach constructs a novel weighted bipartite modularity to conduct the co-clustering between users and items, and utilizes the localized low-rank matrix factorization to predict rating scores of un-rated items. We have demonstrated the superior performance of our proposed approach over the state-of-the-art approaches by experiments on two real-world datasets and summarized the enhancement of our proposed approach in not only the accuracy but also the diversity of recommendations. Because of obtaining the optimal number of co-clustering by weighted bipartite modularity and implementing rating prediction through the localized low-rank matrix factorization, the proposed approach achieves significant improvements in both the accuracy and diversity of recommendations while only utilizing the rating matrix rather than any other special additional information.

Future work should concentrate on further improving the co-clustering algorithm and matrix factorization. Because co-clustering algorithm in this paper only implements hard clustering, resulting in a rating only belongs to one clustering; however, in practical RSs, the boundaries between users or items are not particularly clear. Moreover, matrix factorization is easy to fall into local optimum. Thus these issues will be the focus of our future work.
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